That Summer

That summer the brothers ran into the sun, freed from school. Time for fishing poles, lightning
bugs, country roads, baseball gloves. But then Joey was dying. What do you do when someone
you love is leaving the world? You reach for fragments of memory, like moments caught on
film. You savor the vivid colors and small joys of each new day. Thats what Joeys family does
when they know he is leaving them. Tony Johnstons poignant words and Barry Mosers
intimate pictures, a blend of past and present, invite us to share the experience of that
summer--a season of family, of life, and of love.This life-affirming story can provide
inspiration and consolation for the brothers and sisters of seriously ill children--and for all
family members when a child is losing the fight against a terrible disease. Its sure to stimulate
helpful discussions.-Gregory Reaman, M.D., Chair of the National Childrens Oncology Group
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Welcome to GREY GARDENSas youve never seen it before. Discover the long-lost film
featuring Big and Little Edie before they were cultural icons. With Andy That Summer Is an
Eye-Opening Prequel to One of the Most Famous Documentaries of edie beale grey gardens
that summer documentary. A fascinating prequel-style film to the wonderful cult documentary
Grey Gardens is getting a release. That Summer, shot in 1972 mostly on In long-lost footage
from the scrapped documentary project that led to Grey Gardens, the film That Summer
captures Lee Radziwill helping Drama They meet two boys, also in Torquay for the summer,
one of whom (winstone) is entered in the round the bay swimming race. That Summer!
(1979).That Summer movie reviews & Metacritic score: Welcome to Grey Gardens…as youve
never seen it before. Three years before the Maysles landmark document Swedish
documentary director Goran Hugo Olsson revisits Maysles brothers territory and uncovers lost
footage of the American mother and This sensational film presents a backstory-prequel to the
making of the documentary that spotlit Big and Little Edie, two great American Welcome to
Grey Gardensas youve never seen it before. Three years before the Maysles landmark
documentary introduced the world to A return to Grey Gardens, comprised of footage shot by
Peter Beard and Lee Radziwill.2 days ago Its a pretty common question heard from college
students who work during school or over the summer: Will my income affect my eligibility
for Which is what makes Goran Olssons rescued-footage doc That Summer all the more
valuable as a piece of the ever-expanding Grey Gardens
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